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Abstract: Moving target defense (MTD) is a novel way to alter the asymmetric situation of attacks and defenses,
and a lot of MTD studies have been carried out recently. However, relevant analysis for the defense mechanism of
the MTD technology is still absent. In this paper, we analyze the defense mechanism of MTD technology in two
dimensions. First, we present a new defense model named MP2R to describe the proactivity and effect of MTD
technology intuitively. Second, we use the incomplete information dynamic game theory to verify the proactivity
and effect of MTD technology. Specifically, we model the interaction between a defender who equips a server with
different types of MTD techniques and a visitor who can be a user or an attacker, and analyze the equilibria and
their conditions for these models. Then, we take an existing incomplete information dynamic game model for
traditional defense and its equilibrium result as baseline for comparison, to validate the proactivity and effect of
MTD technology. We also identify the factors that will influence the proactivity and effectiveness of the MTD
approaches. This work gives theoretical support for understanding the defense process and defense mechanism of
MTD technology and provides suggestions to improve the effectiveness of MTD approaches.
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1 Introduction

Moving target defense (MTD) (NITRD, 2010)
has been proposed as a novel way to reverse the
asymmetric situation between attacks and defenses
for years, and numerous papers on the topic have
been published. These works cover several facets of
MTD, and we have summarized them and drawn
some conclusions in a previous work (Cai et al.,
2016a). At the same time, research on attack against
MTD techniques has been carried out (Winterrose
et al., 2014; Winterrose and Carter, 2014). Those
studies are in the ascendant, and it indicates that the
interaction between attacks and defenses will evolve
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to a new stage. However, so far, there is still a re-
search gap on the defense model and defense mech-
anism analyses for the MTD technology, which we
attempt to fill in this study.

In this paper, we first present a new defense
model, the MP2R model, to describe the general de-
fense process of MTD technology. Through compar-
ing the MP2R model with the traditional PPDRR
model, one can intuitively find the differences be-
tween MTD and traditional defense, and the proac-
tivity and effect of the MTD approaches. Then, we
analyze the defense mechanism of the three main
types of MTD approaches, from an abstract per-
spective, by using incomplete information dynamic
game theory. This gives a theoretical support for
the proactivity and effect of the proposed MTD
technology.
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2 Defense model for MTD technology

The general defense process of traditional de-
fense approaches conforms to the policy, protection,
detection, response, and recovery (PPDRR) model
(Fig. 1) (Liu et al., 2011). Policy is the core of a
defense system. Under the guidance of policy, pro-
tection, detection, response, and recovery constitute
a complete and dynamic security cycle to defend at-
tacks in a reactive way. In other words, defense is
triggered by the detection of anomalous events.

Protection

Recovery

Response

DetectionPolicy

Fig. 1 The policy, protection, detection, response,
and recovery (PPDRR) model for traditional defense

In the MTD field, defense is achieved by shift-
ing the attack surface of the target system. In other
words, the defender makes the attack surface of the
target system ‘move’ to defend against attacks. The
movement can be achieved in many ways (NITRD,
2009) and these ways can be categorized into dif-
ferent types. First, the movement (i.e., the attack
surface shifting) can be state-dependent or state-
independent. The state is usually related to the tar-
get system itself and the environment in which the
target system resides. The change of the state usu-
ally indicates that there is detection or observation
of anomalous events, such as the behaviors of the
attacker, accidental faults, and changes in system
performance. Second, the movement can be time-
triggered, or event-triggered, or both. In the time-
triggered mechanism, the movement is triggered by
the event of timer-expiring, and the decision about
whether the movement occurs at particular point-
in-time can be stat-dependent or state-independent.
In the event-triggered mechanism, the movement is
always state-dependent.

Currently, numerous MTD approaches have
been proposed, and most of them are designed to
move by time-triggered mechanism and the deci-

sion about whether the movement occurs at par-
ticular point-in-time is state-independent. In other
words, these MTD approaches can provide proac-
tive defense independent of the state of the environ-
ment in which it resides. To be more effective and
practical, an MTD system should also be equipped
with reactive ability, which is state-dependent and
responds to an anomalous event observed or per-
ceived (Carvalho et al., 2012). Some existing MTD
approaches are designed to have proactive and reac-
tive abilities simultaneously, such as ChameleonSoft
(Azab et al., 2011) and moving attack surface (MAS)
(Huang and Ghosh, 2011). Therefore, the operation
mode of MTD approaches is no longer consistent
with that of the traditional PPDRR model. Ac-
cordingly, a new defense model is produced, which
incorporates the MTD principle and can be called
MP2R (MTD-policy-protection-(detection) response
(recovery)) (Fig. 2). The MP2R model includes the
processes of both proactive defense and reactive de-
fense. In the model, the ratio of proactive defense is
x, while the ratio of reactive defense is (1−x), where
x ∈ (0.5, 1) is used to express that MTD is mainly a
proactive technique. The value of x is determined by
the defender/administrator as a security-cost trade-
off.

x

x

Fig. 2 The MP2R model for moving target defense
(x is the ratio of proactive defense)

In the MP2R model, under the guidance of pol-
icy that adopts the MTD principle, there are four
complete and dynamic security cycles to provide
proactive and reactive defense (Fig. 3).

In the proactive mode, the defense process is
state-independent and the attack surface is shifted
periodically or erratically. Thus, it does not need
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Fig. 3 The four complete and dynamic security cycles in MP2R: (a) policy-protection-response cycle;
(b) policy-protection-response-recovery cycle; (c) policy-protection-detection-response cycle; (d) policy-
protection-detection-response-recovery cycle

the detection and recovery links and corresponds to
the first cycle, the ‘policy-protection-response’ cy-
cle (Fig. 3a). Although this defense cycle can be
effective, it cannot ensure that attacks will not be
successful. If the target is compromised by the at-
tacker and cannot provide normal functionality, the
recovery link should be embodied in the defense pro-
cess, and thus produces the second cycle, the ‘policy-
protection-response-recovery’ cycle (Fig. 3b).

In the reactive mode, the defense process is trig-
gered by anomalous events, or, it is state-dependent.
Therefore, the detection link should be embodied.
When the defense process enters the response link,
if the target can still provide its functionality, the
MTD approach just needs to shift the attack sur-
face immediately to protect the target. This cor-
responds to the third cycle, the ‘policy-protection-
detection-response’ cycle (Fig. 3c). Otherwise, if the
target is compromised by the attacker and cannot
provide normal functionality, the recovery should be
performed to make the target restore to its pristine
state or a more secure state than its past state, thus
generating the fourth cycle, the ‘policy-protection-
detection-response-recovery’ cycle (Fig. 3d), which
can be regarded as the PPDRR model.

In conclusion, one can see that the MP2R model
is more effective than the PPDRR model. For every
attack, if it can be defended by the defense process
corresponding to the PPDRR model, it must be de-

fended by the defense process corresponding to the
MP2R model. This is because the PPDRR model is
included in the MP2R model. Moreover, the MP2R
model contains the proactive defense process that
is state-independent and is not contained by the
PPDRR model. The proactive ability of MTD ap-
proaches can make the information collected by ad-
versaries have short validity period, and thus makes
the target more secure. As a result, the MP2R model
is the strengthening and extension of the PPDRR
model, in which the occurrence of the defense process
corresponding to the PPDRR model is decreased. In
deploying traditional defense approaches, the proba-
bility of the occurrence of the defense process corre-
sponding to the PPDRR model is 1. When deploying
MTD approaches, the probability of the occurrence
of the defense process corresponding to the PPDRR
model is (1− x), where x ∈ (0.5, 1).

3 Approach and scenario for game the-
oretic analysis

Game theory has been commonly used to inves-
tigate the interaction between the attacker and de-
fender in the field of network security (Lye and Wing,
2005; Carroll and Grosu, 2011; Manshaei et al.,
2013). There are studies on MTD strategy design
using game theory (Colbaugh and Glass, 2012; Man-
adhata, 2013; Zhu and Başar, 2013; Carter et al.,
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2014; Prakash and Wellman, 2015; Vadlamudi et al.,
2016), but application of game theory on any other
aspect is still absent.

Jia et al. (2006) proved that the interaction be-
tween attacker and defender is a non-cooperative dy-
namic game with incomplete information. Therefore,
we use incomplete information dynamic game theory
to investigate the defense mechanism of MTD from
an abstract point of view. Specifically, we use incom-
plete information dynamic game models to model the
interaction between the defender and the attacker
while deploying MTD technology, and obtain the
equilibria and their conditions. At the same time
we take the incomplete information dynamic game
model for the traditional defense and its equilibrium
proposed by Shi et al. (2009) as a baseline for com-
parison. Thereafter, we compare the equilibria and
their conditions when deploying MTD technology to
the equilibrium and its condition when deploying the
traditional defense approaches, and after further dis-
cussion, validate the proactivity and effectiveness of
MTD technology. Also, we identify the factors that
would influence the effect of MTD.

We now describe the game theory scenario con-
sidered in this study and the baseline game for
comparison.

3.1 Study scenario

The scenario we have examined is as follows.
There are two players: one is a defender who can
equip a server with different MTD approaches to im-
prove the server’s security while enabling it to pro-
vide a specific service such as web service, and the
other is a visitor who can be a normal user or an
attacker that attempts to launch attacks.

Existing MTD approaches can be categorized
into three main categories, namely, software trans-
formations (ST) (Jajodia et al., 2011), dynamic
platform techniques (DPT) (Okhravi et al., 2014),
and network address shuffling (NAS) (Carroll et al.,
2014). Each of these attempts to use its own method-
ology for designing various approaches to defend
against the attacker. Their running patterns should
follow the ‘hidden’ pattern or the ‘variation’ pattern
(Cai et al., 2016b). The major difference between the
two patterns is that the MTD approaches with ‘hid-
den’ pattern would make the attacker lose the target
and thus break off the connection with the target,
while the MTD approaches with ‘variation’ pattern

can disrupt attack but cannot prevent the attacker
from re-connecting with the target. The approaches
in the categories of ST and DPT conform to the ‘vari-
ation’ pattern, and the approaches in the category of
NAS conform to the ‘hidden’ pattern. In the study
scenario in this study, we consider that the MTD
approaches deployed by the defender can be of three
types: the ‘hidden’ MTD, the ‘variation’ MTD, and
‘mixed’ MTD (i.e., the combination of the ‘hidden’
and ‘variation’ MTDs). The relationship between
them is shown in Fig. 4.
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transformations

Dynamic platform 
techniques
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shuffling
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Fig. 4 The relationship between the categories and
the running patterns of major MTD approaches

The MTD approaches with different running
patterns can dynamically change a certain server
property (i.e., shifting the attack surface) in differ-
ent ways, and their running patterns would exhibit
in the process of serving. Therefore, the external
service mode would be different when different types
of MTD techniques are deployed. Here, according
to the types of MTD deployed, we consider that the
server can provide three kinds of service, hid-service,
var-service, and the combination of the two. More-
over, the defense is included in each type of service.
Furthermore, because different types of MTD tech-
niques would influence the attacker in different ways,
the utilities for the interaction between the defender
and the attacker would be different when deploying
different types of MTD, and we will discuss them in
detail in Section 4.

3.2 Baseline game

We take the game under the situation of tradi-
tional defense proposed by Shi et al. (2009) as the
baseline game for comparison.

The scenario taken in the baseline game is that
a server provides the web service and is deployed
with a traditional defense approach, and an attacker
attempts to launch a DoS attack. Through mod-
eling the interaction between the defender and the
attacker, Shi et al. (2009) arrived at an equilibrium
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result that the server should provide service while
both the attacker and the user should request service
under the condition p<2/(2+k), where p represents
the attack probability (the probability that the visi-
tor is an attacker from the view of the server) and k

(k > 1) the attack damage factor. Both p and k are
determined and controlled by the attacker, and the
server finds it difficult to accurately predict their val-
ues. Therefore, the conclusion is that the traditional
defense is passive.

4 Game specification

Corresponding to the three situations where
the defender deploys ‘hidden’, ‘variation’, or ‘mixed’
MTD, in this section, we specify three game models
between the defender and the visitor.

We will describe the general definition of the
three models (including the set of players, the type
space for each player, and the action set for each
player) in Section 4.1, and define the utility-matrix
for the three situations in Section 4.2.

4.1 Types and actions

1. The set of players
The set of players can be defined as Γ = {1, 2},

in which ‘1’ represents the defender and ‘2’ represents
a visitor. The Harsanyi transformation is usually
performed to analyze a game of incomplete informa-
tion, which introduces a hypothetical player called
‘Nature’ (usually denoted as N) (Carroll and Grosu,
2011). The game usually begins with a selection that
player N selects the type of either player 1 or 2.

2. The type space for each player
The type space of player 1 can be of two

cases. One is for the situation where he/she pro-
vides one kind of service (hid-service or var-service)
and it can be defined as T1 = {t11} = {service}.
The other is for the situation where he/she pro-
vides two kinds of services (hid-service and var-
service) and it can be defined as T1 = {t11, t12} =

{hid-service, var-service}. The type space of player
2 is always T2 = {t21, t22} = {attacker, user}.

3. The action set for each player
The action set of player 1 is A1 = {a11, a10},

where a11 means that the defender enables the server
to provide normal service to the visitor and a10
means that the defender disables the server from
providing service. The action set of player 2 is

A2 = {a21, a20}, where a21 means that the visitor
acquires service from the server (for the attacker,
attacking is happening while he/she is acquiring ser-
vice), and a20 means that the visitor does not acquire
the service.

In the scenario under study, we assume that
player N moves first by choosing the type of visi-
tor; i.e., the game begins when the visitor attempts
to request and acquire the service, and then the de-
fender chooses his/her strategy. The defender does
not know the actual type of visitor, but he/she has
a prior probability distribution over all visitor types.
Here we assume that the prior probability distribu-
tion is p1 = {p (t11, t21) = p, p (t11, t22) = 1−p},
p ∈ [0, 1].

4.2 Utility-matrix

In this study, an important premise of the game
between the defender and the visitor is that the de-
fender can equip a server with different types of
MTD techniques. Compared with the traditional de-
fense approach, MTD technology can increase the at-
tacker’s work effort for launching a successful attack
by shifting the server’s attack surface periodically or
erratically. Therefore, in addition to the initial de-
ployment cost, there is always another cost, defense
cost. For the defender, the decision on choosing a10
or a11 is made based on the information he/she ob-
serves, in which the running state of the deployed
MTD is included. Therefore, for each equilibrium,
no matter which action the defender chooses, he/she
has paid the same defense cost to ensure the normal
operation of the deployed MTD. Here we assume that
the average defense cost is s (s > 0).

To describe the effect of MTD against attacks,
we introduce a blocking factor β (β > 1). The value
of β will be determined based on the criteria defined
by the defender and can be customized for each MTD
approach. The value of β is the effect manifestation
of the deployed defense method which pays a certain
defense cost. Intuitively, the greater the value of β,
the better the defense effect.

For a given MTD method, the faster the server’s
attack surface shifts, the more defense costs the de-
fender should pay, and meanwhile, the more efforts
the attacker has to make and pay for attacking, the
larger the value of β will be. Thus, there is a positive
correlation between the defense cost s and the block-
ing factor β. Moreover, they are influenced by the
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shifting frequency of MTD: the higher the frequency,
the larger the values of s and β.

In this section, we will discuss the utility-matrix
for the interaction between the defender and the vis-
itor. Because the deployment of MTD approaches
would just influence the interaction between the de-
fender and the attacker, we discuss the utility-matrix
for the interaction between the defender and the user
and the interaction between the defender and the at-
tacker in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, respectively. More-
over, we show the utility-matrix for the interaction
between the defender and the visitor while deploying
different types of MTD in Section 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Utility-matrix for the defender and the user

For the interaction between the defender and
the user, no matter which type of service is pro-
vided, it must ensure that a normal user can visit
the service normally. Thus, the utilities of the de-
fender and the user can be considered to be the same
while deploying different types of MTD approaches.
As mentioned above, no matter which action (a10
or a11) the defender chooses, he/she should pay the
same defense cost. Therefore, the utility-matrix for
the defender and the user can be described as follows:

If the user requests and acquires the service, we
assume that the user obtains the payoff a while the
defender obtains the payoff a−s (a>s).

If the user requests but does not acquire the
service, the user obtains the payoff −a while the de-
fender obtains the payoff −a−s.

Otherwise, the user would obtain the payoff of
0 while the defender would obtain the payoff −s.

Table 1 shows the utility-matrix for the interac-
tion between the defender and a user.

Table 1 The utility-matrix for defender and user un-
der the ‘hidden’ MTD

User

a21 a20

Defender
a11 (a − s, a) (−s, 0)
a10 (−a− s, −a) (−s, 0)

4.2.2 Utility-matrix for the defender and the at-
tacker

For the interaction between the defender and
the attacker, when the attacker tries to acquire the

service to obtain essential information for attack,
he/she must pay a cost b (b>0), regardless of success.
Obviously, a > b. Furthermore, the introduction of
MTD would change their behaviors, and different
types of MTD would make different influence. This
can be further discussed as follows:

1. Utilities for the situation with ‘hidden’ MTD
We know that for each MTD approach, there is

a large configuration space for attack surface shifting
(Hobson et al., 2014; Zhuang et al., 2014). In the situ-
ation of ‘hidden’ MTD approaches, the configuration
space is considered to consist of multiple candidate
network addresses. Here we assume the number of
addresses is N1, and the value of the blocking factor
is set to β1.

Next, we describe the change of the interaction
behaviors between the attacker and the defender in-
duced by the introduction of ‘hidden’ MTD. Specifi-
cally, if the attacker obtains the server’s current ad-
dress and the server changes its configuration (i.e.,
the address), the attacker will lose the target and
thus the attack cannot be continued. As a result,
the utility-matrix for the interaction between the de-
fender and the attacker will be influenced.

To specify the influence, we extend the
service type from 1 to N1; i.e., the type
space of player 1 is extended from T1 =

{t11} = {service} to T ′
1 = {t11, t12, . . . , t1N1} =

{service 1, service 2, . . . , serviceN1}, where service i

(1≤ i≤N1) means that the server is providing the
service with address i. Also, we extend the action set
of the attacker to A′

2(t21) = {a21, a22, . . . , a2N1 , a20},
where a2i means that the attacker attempts to at-
tack service i, and a20 still means that the attacker
does not attack. The action set of player 1 remains
A1 = {a11, a10}, i.e., A1(t11) = A1(t12) = · · · =

A1(t1N1) = {a11, a10}.
In this situation, if the attacker takes action a2i

when the server provides service i, the attacker would
obtain payoff ka/β1 while paying cost b, and thus
his/her actual payoff is ka/β1−b, where k (k > 1)

is the attack damage factor defined by Shi et al.
(2009). At the same time, the defender obtains pay-
off −ka/β1 while paying defense cost s, so his/her
actual payoff is −ka/β1−s.

If the attacker take action a2i when the server
provides service j (j �= i), the attacker will obtain
actual payoff −b since he/she cannot find the server,
while the defender obtains the actual payoff −s.
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Otherwise, the attacker obtains the actual pay-
off 0 while the defender obtains the actual payoff −s.

The utility-matrix for the interaction between
the defender and the attacker in this situation is
shown in Table 2.

To better and more easily analyze and com-
pare with the baseline game, we normalize the type
space of the defender from T ′

1 to T1 = {t11} =

{service} again, in which service represents the
set of {service 1, service 2, ..., serviceN1} before nor-
malization. Accordingly, we normalize the action
set of the attacker. Specifically, we treat it as
A2(t21) = {a21, a20}, in which a21 represents the
set of {a21, a22, ..., a2N1} before normalization and
means that the attacker attempts to attack, and a20
means that the attacker does not attack.

Accordingly, we need to normalize the utility-
matrix presented in Table 2 as well. By considering
the utility-matrix between the defender and the user
presented in Table 1, the utilities of the defender and
the visitor after normalization are shown in Table 3.

2. Utilities for the situation with ‘variation’
MTD

In this situation, we assume that the size of
the configuration space is N2; i.e., the configuration
space consists of N2 candidate software variations or
platforms with diverse properties. Also, we assume
that the value of the blocking factor is set to β2.

Similar to the situation with ‘hidden’ MTD, we
can extend the type space of the defender from 1
to N2, in which service i means that the server is
providing the service with configuration i (1 ≤ i ≤
N2). Configuration i can be the software variation
i, or the platform with property type i, or the ith
combination of the two. Also, we can accordingly
extend the action set of the attacker to A′

2(t21) =

{a21, a22, . . . , a2N2 , a20}. The meaning of a2i (1 ≤
i ≤ N2) is the same as that for the situation with
‘hidden’ MTD.

Also, the introduction of ‘variation’ MTD does
not influence the normal user but changes the inter-
action behaviors between the attacker and the de-
fender. However, the utility-matrix for the interac-
tion between the defender and the attacker should be
different from that in the situation of ‘hidden’ MTD.
In this situation, no matter which configuration is
configured with the server, the attacker will connect
to the server and collect information. In other words,
if the attacker takes action a2i (1≤ i≤N2), he/she

can always obtain the actual payoff ka/β2−b.
For the defender, if the server provides service i

when the attacker takes action a2i, he/she can obtain
the actual payoff −ka/β2−s. If the server provides
service j (j �= i), then he/she can obtain the actual
payoff −s. Otherwise, if the server does not provide
service, his/her actual payoff is −s.

Therefore, the utility-matrix for the interaction
between the defender and the attacker can be de-
scribed as Table 4.

Similar to the situation with ‘hidden’ MTD, we
can normalize the type space of the defender, the
action set of the attacker, and the utility-matrix as
in Table 4. By taking the utility-matrix between
the defender and the user in Table 1 into account,
we can obtain the utilities of the defender and the
visitor after normalization (Table 5).

3. Utilities for the situation with ‘mixed’ MTD
In this situation, the server can provide both the

hid-service and var-service. Since each type of MTD
has its own configuration space, here we assume that
the number of configurations for the ‘hidden’ pattern
MTD is N1 and the value of the blocking factor for
the ‘hidden’ MTD is β1. The number of configura-
tions for the ‘variation’ pattern MTD is N2, and the
value of the blocking factor for the ‘variation’ MTD
is β2.

Based on the analyses above, we can describe
the utilities of the defender and the visitor in this
situation in Table 6.

5 Equilibria and analyses

In this section, we analyze the equilibria and
their conditions for the three models in Section 4,
corresponding to the cases of deploying ‘hidden’
MTD, ‘variation’ MTD, and ‘mixed’ MTD, respec-
tively. We also take the baseline game for comparison
to further discuss the defense mechanism of MTD.

Based on the definition of the game models in
Section 4, we know that in the situation with ‘hidden’
or ‘variation’ MTD, the strategy space of player 1 is
S1 = {a11, a10}; i.e., player 1 has two pure service
strategies. With ‘mixed’ MTD, the strategy space
of player 1 is S1 = {(a11, a11), (a11, a10), (a10, a11),
(a10, a10)}; i.e., player 1 has four pure service strate-
gies, in which (a1i, a1j) is the combination of the
strategies for the two service types, hid-service and
var-service (i, j ∈{0, 1}).
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Table 2 The utility-matrix for defender and attacker under the ‘hidden’ MTD

Attacker

a21 a22 a23 · · · a2N1
a20

Defender

Service 1
a11 (−ka/β1−s, ka/β1−b) (−s,−b) (−s,−b) · · · (−s,−b) (−s, 0)
a10 (−s,−b) (−s,−b) (−s,−b) · · · (−s,−b) (−s, 0)

Service 2
a11 (−s,−b) (−ka/β1−s, ka/β1−b) (−s,−b) · · · (−s,−b) (−s, 0)
a10 (−s,−b) (−s,−b) (−s,−b) · · · (−s,−b) (−s, 0)

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

ServiceN1
a11 (−s,−b) (−s,−b) (−s,−b) · · · (−ka/β1−s, ka/β1−b) (−s, 0)
a10 (−s,−b) (−s,−b) (−s,−b) · · · (−s,−b) (−s, 0)

Table 3 The utility-matrix for defender and visitor under the ‘hidden’ MTD

Visitor

Attacker User

a21 a20 a21 a20

Defender
a11 (−ka/(β1N1)− s, ka/(β1N1)− b) (−s, 0) (a − s, a) (−s, 0)
a10 (−s, −b) (−s, 0) (−a − s, −a) (−s, 0)

Table 4 The utility-matrix for defender and attacker under the ‘variation’ MTD

Attacker

a21 a22 a23 · · · a2N2
a20

Defender

Service 1
a11 (−ka/β2−s, ka/β2−b) (−s,ka/β2−b) (−s,ka/β2−b) · · · (−s,ka/β2−b) (−s, 0)
a10 (−s,−b) (−s,−b) (−s,−b) · · · (−s,−b) (−s, 0)

Service 2
a11 (−s,ka/β2−b) (−ka/β2−s, ka/β2−b) (−s,ka/β2−b) · · · (−s,ka/β2−b) (−s, 0)
a10 (−s,−b) (−s,−b) (−s,−b) · · · (−s,−b) (−s, 0)

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

ServiceN2
a11 (−s,ka/β2−b) (−s,ka/β2−b) (−s,ka/β2−b) · · · (−ka/β2−s, ka/β2−b) (−s, 0)
a10 (−s,−b) (−s,−b) (−s,−b) · · · (−s,−b) (−s, 0)

Table 5 The utility-matrix for defender and visitor under the ‘variation’ MTD

Visitor

Attacker User

a21 a20 a21 a20

Defender
a11 (−ka/(β2N2)− s, ka/β2 − b) (−s, 0) (a − s, a) (−s, 0)
a10 (−s, −b) (−s, 0) (−a − s, −a) (−s, 0)

Table 6 The utility-matrix for defender and visitor under the ‘mixed’ MTD

Visitor

Attacker User

a21 a20 a21 a20

Defender
hid-service

a11 (−ka/(β1N1)− s, ka/(β1N1)− b) (−s, 0) (a − s, a) (−s, 0)
a10 (−s, −b) (−s, 0) (−a − s, −a) (−s, 0)

var-service
a11 (−ka/(β2N2) − s, ka/β2 − b) (−s, 0) (a − s, a) (−s, 0)
a10 (−s, −b) (−s, 0) (−a − s, −a) (−s, 0)
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Also, there are four pure visiting strategies; i.e.,
the strategy space of player 2 is S2 = {(a21, a21),
(a21, a20), (a20, a21), (a20, a20)}, in which (a2i, a2j)

is the strategy combination for the attacker and the
user (i, j ∈{0, 1}). For the visitor, the visiting strat-
egy (a20, a20) means that the attacker does not at-
tack and at the same time the user does not request
service, and this does not have any practical signif-
icance. Hence, we will not take this situation into
account in this study.

5.1 Discussion for ‘hidden’ MTD

5.1.1 Equilibria for the game model with ‘hidden’
MTD

According to the description in Sections 4.1 and
4.2, the extensive form of the game with ‘hidden’
MTD can be shown in Fig. 5, in which the utilities
are taken from Table 3.
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Fig. 5 The extensive form presentation for the game
with ‘hidden’ MTD

From Fig. 5, we can know that player 2 has
two information sets, H2 = {h1

2, h
2
2}. They are both

singleton information sets because the visitor knows
his/her own type. h1

2 = {x1} means that player N

chooses the type of attacker, and h2
2 = {x2} means

that player N chooses the type of user. Player 1
also has two information sets, H1 = {h1

1, h
2
1}, which

are composed of two decision nodes. h1
1 = {y1, y3}

means that the defender observes the visitor’s ac-
tion a21, and h2

1 = {y2, y4} means that the defender
observes the visitor’s action a20.

In this study, we consider only the visiting
strategies (a21, a21), (a21, a20), and (a20, a21), be-
cause strategy (a20, a20) has no practical significance.
For the defender, all the three strategies will make
him/her observe action a21. Therefore, we consider
only the left information set h1

1 here.
To analyze the equilibria for this situation, we

first discuss whether there exist pure strategy equi-
libria or not from the defender’s perspective. Here

we take the visiting strategy (a21, a21) as an example.
As mentioned above, the defender has a prior

probability distribution p1 = {p, 1−p} over all vis-
itor types. On the basis of the information set h1

1

and according to the Bayes formula, after observing
the visitor’s action a21, the defender can obtain the
posterior probability distribution as follows:

p̃1(t21|a21) = p(t11, t21)

p(t11, t21) + p(t11, t22)
= p,

p̃1(t22|a21) = p(t11, t22)

p(t11, t21) + p(t11, t22)
= 1− p.

According to Table 3, we can find that the de-
fender’s expected payoff obtained by playing strategy
a11 is

u1(a11) = p̃1(t21|a21) · u1(a11, a21, t21)

+ p̃1(t22|a21) · u1(a11, a21, t22)

= p · (−s− ka/(β1N1)) + (1− p) · (a− s),

and the expected payoff by playing strategy a10 is

u1(a10) = p̃1(t21|a21) · u1(a10, a21, t21)

+ p̃1(t22|a21) · u1(a10, a21, t22)

= p · (−s) + (1 − p) · (−a− s).

The defender will choose strategy a11 if u1(a11)

is larger than u1(a10), i.e.,

p · (−s− ka/(β1N1)) + (1− p) · (a− s)

> p · (−s) + (1− p) · (−a− s),

which gives

p <
2

2 + k/(β1N1)
.

From the analyses, we can obtain the conclusion
that, for the defender, strategy a11 is better than a10
under the condition p < 2/(2 + k/(β1N1)). Other-
wise, strategy a10 is better than a11.

Then, we analyze whether visiting strategy
(a21, a21) is better than the other three visiting
strategies from the point of view of the visitor.

1. When p < 2/(2 + k/(β1N1)), the defender
would choose strategy a11. Under this condition, the
visitor’s expected payoffs for playing the four visiting
strategies can be presented as follows:

u2((a21, a21)) = p · (ka/(β1N1)− b) + (1− p) · a,
u2((a21, a20)) = p · (ka/(β1N1)− b) + (1− p) · 0,
u2((a20, a21)) = p · 0 + (1− p) · a,
u2((a20, a20)) = p · 0 + (1− p) · 0.
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Since a> 0, when ka/(β1N1) − b > 0 (β1N1 <

ka/b), u2((a21, a21)) is larger than the others; i.e.,
strategy (a21, a21) is the best visiting strategy
against the defender’s strategy a11.

Therefore, the defender and visitor strategy
combination (a11, (a21, a21)) will reach an equilib-
rium under the conditions p<2/(2 + k/(β1N1)) and
β1N1<ka/b.

2. When p > 2/(2 + k/(β1N1)), the defender
would choose strategy a10. Under this condition, the
visitor’s expected payoffs for playing the four visiting
strategies are:

u2((a21, a21)) = p · (−b) + (1− p) · (−a),

u2((a21, a20)) = p · (−b) + (1− p) · 0,
u2((a20, a21)) = p · 0 + (1− p) · (−a),

u2((a20, a20)) = p · 0 + (1− p) · 0.

Since a > b > 0 and 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, u2((a20, a20)) is
the largest value; i.e., strategy (a20, a20) is the best
visiting strategy against the defender’s strategy a10.

Therefore, the defender and visitor strat-
egy combination (a10, (a21, a21)) cannot reach an
equilibrium.

Next, we discuss whether there are equilibria or
not for visiting strategies (a21, a20) and (a20, a21),
and obtain the following conclusions:

1. For visiting strategy (a21, a20), no matter
which value is assigned to factor p, the defender
can always choose strategy a10. Conversely, for the
defender’s strategy a10, through analyses similar to
those above, we can see that the visiting strategy
(a20, a20) is the best. Therefore, the defender and
visitor strategy combination (a10, (a21, a20)) cannot
reach an equilibrium.

2. For visiting strategy (a20, a21), no matter
which value is assigned to factor p, the defender
can always choose strategy a11. Conversely, for
the defender’s strategy a11, the visiting strategy
(a20, a21) is the best when β1N1 > ka/b. There-
fore, the defender and visitor strategy combination
(a11, (a20, a21)) will reach an equilibrium under the
condition β1N1 > ka/b.

We summarize the perfect Bayesian equilibria
(PBE) for the situation with ‘hidden’ MTD and their
conditions in Table 7. The equilibrium is denoted
by Ei (i = 1, 2) and given as a tuple (s1m, s2n, pa),
where s1m (s1m ∈ S1) is the defender’s strategy,
s2n (s2n ∈ S2) the visitor’s strategy, and pa the de-

fender’s belief on that the visitor is an attacker. In
addition, as mentioned in Section 4.2, the defender
pays the same defense cost s no matter whether the
server provides service. Therefore, s is lost in the
calculation. Furthermore, its influence on the effect
of ‘hidden’ MTD is manifested through the blocking
factor β, and we will discuss it in Section 5.1.2.

Table 7 Equilibria for situation ‘hidden’ MTD and
the corresponding conditions

Perfect Bayesian
Condition

equilibrium

E1 ((a11, (a21, a21)), p) p<
2

2 + k/(β1N1)
and β1N1<

ka

b

E2 ((a11, (a20, a21)), p) β1N1 >
ka

b

5.1.2 Effect of ‘hidden’ MTD

As mentioned in Section 3.2, the baseline game
has an equilibrium result that the server should pro-
vide service while the attacker and the user should
request service under the condition p< 2/(2 + k) (p
and k are determined and controlled by the attacker).

In our game with ‘hidden’ MTD, equilibrium
E1 (a11, (a21, a21)) is equivalent to the equilibrium
result of the baseline game. However, from Table 7,
we can see that the conditions for equilibrium E1 are
changed to p < 2/(2 + k/(β1N1)) and β1N1 < ka/b.
The conditions are related not only to parameters
p and k determined and controlled by the attacker,
but also to parameters N1 and β1 determined and
controlled by the defender. Specifically, when the
defender increases the value of β1N1 under the lim-
ited condition β1N1 < ka/b, either he/she increases
the frequency or the number of candidate addresses
of the deployed MTD, the value of factor p will be
increased. This phenomenon indicates two facts: (1)
the attacker has to increase his/her attack probabil-
ity to try to obtain his/her expected payoff; (2) the
adjustment for ‘hidden’ MTD can make the defender
defend against stronger attacks.

When the defender continues to increase the
value of β1N1 and make it satisfy the condition
β1N1>ka/b, the equilibrium is changed to E2, which
means that the defender should provide service and
the user requests service normally while the attacker
should take action a20 (i.e., no attacking) to obtain
his/her expected payoff. This is the greatest expec-
tation for the defender.
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From either equilibrium E1 or E2, we can see
that the introduction of ‘hidden’ MTD can influ-
ence the actions of the attacker greatly (the attacker
must increase his/her attack probability or give up
the attack to obtain his/her expected payoff). This
reflects the proactivity and effectiveness of ‘hidden’
MTD. Furthermore, the influence can be achieved in
two ways: one is to increase the shifting frequency of
the MTD approach, and the other is to increase the
configuration space of the MTD approach.

5.2 Discussion for ‘variation’ MTD

5.2.1 Equilibria for the game model with ‘variation’
MTD

According to the descriptions in Sections 4.1 and
4.2, the extensive form of the game with ‘variation’
MTD can be shown as in Fig. 6, which is similar
to that of the game with ‘hidden’ MTD, and the
difference is that the utilities are from Table 5.
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Fig. 6 The extensive form presentation for the game
with ‘variation’ MTDs

Similar to the situation with ‘hidden’ MTD,
player 1 has two information sets, and only the left
information set h1

1 is considered. Also, after observ-
ing the visitor’s action a21, player 1 will obtain the
posterior probability p̃1 = (p, 1−p) for the visitor’s
types.

Then, through computation and analyses simi-
lar to those in Section 5.1.1, we can obtain the fol-
lowing conclusions:

1. For visiting strategy (a21, a21), when p <

2/(2 + k/(β2N2)), the defender will choose strategy
a11; otherwise, the defender will choose strategy a10.
Therefore, conversely, there are two subcases to be
analyzed. One is, when the defender chooses strat-
egy a11, through the analyses similar to those above,
we can see that visiting strategy (a21, a21) is the best
when β2<ka/b. Therefore, the defender and visitor
strategy combination (a11, (a21, a21)) is in equilib-
rium under the conditions p<2/(2 + k/(β2N2)) and

β2 <ka/b. The other is, when the defender’s strat-
egy is a10, again through similar analyses, we can see
that the visiting strategy (a20, a20) is the best. As
a result, the strategy combination (a10, (a21, a21))

cannot reach an equilibrium.
2. For visiting strategy (a21, a20), no mat-

ter which value is assigned to factor p, the de-
fender can always choose strategy a10. Con-
versely, for defender’s strategy a10, visiting strategy
(a20, a20) is the best. Therefore, strategy combina-
tion (a10, (a21, a20)) cannot reach an equilibrium.

3. For visiting strategy (a20, a21), no matter
which value is assigned to factor p, the defender
can always choose strategy a11. Conversely, for the
defender’s strategy a11, visiting strategy (a20, a21)

is the best. Therefore, the strategy combination
(a11, (a20, a21)) will reach an equilibrium under the
condition β2>ka/b.

We summarize the PBE for the situation with
‘variation’ MTD and their conditions in Table 8, in
which the equilibria are represented in the same form
as in Table 7. Moreover, as in Section 5.1, defense
cost s is lost in the calculation and its effect on
‘variation’ MTD through blocking factor β will be
discussed in Section 5.2.2. Furthermore, the same
phenomenon will also be presented in Section 5.3.

Table 8 Equilibria for situation ‘variation’ MTD and
the corresponding conditions

Perfect Bayesian
Condition

equilibrium

E1 ((a11, (a21, a21)), p) p<
2

2 + k/(β2N2)
and β2<

ka

b

E2 ((a11, (a20, a21)), p) β2 >
ka

b

5.2.2 Effect of ‘variation’ MTD

As mentioned in Section 3.2, the baseline game
has an equilibrium result that the server should pro-
vide service while the attacker and the user should
request service under the condition p< 2/(2 + k) (p
and k are determined and controlled by the attacker).

In our game with ‘variation’ MTD, equilibrium
E1 (a11, (a21, a21)) is equivalent to the equilibrium
result of the baseline game. However, from Table 8,
one can see that the conditions for equilibrium E1

are changed to p< 2/(2 + k/(β2N2)) and β2<ka/b.
These conditions are related not only to parameters
p and k determined and controlled by the attacker,
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but also to parameters N2 and β2 determined and
controlled by the defender. Specifically, when the
defender increases the value of β2N2 under the lim-
ited condition β2<ka/b, either he/she increases the
frequency or the number of configurations of the de-
ployed MTD, the value of factor p will be increased.
This phenomenon indicates two facts: (1) the at-
tacker has to increase his/her attack probability to
attempt to obtain his/her expected payoff; (2) the
adjustment for ‘variation’ MTD can make the de-
fender defend against stronger attacks.

When the defender continues to increase β2

when satisfying β2>ka/b, the equilibrium is changed
to E2, which means that the defender should provide
service and the user requests service normally while
the attacker should take action a20 (i.e., no attack-
ing) to obtain his/her expected payoff. This is the
greatest expectation for the defender.

From either equilibrium E1 or E2, we can see
that the introduction of ‘variation’ MTD can greatly
influence the actions of the attacker (the attacker
must increase his/her attack probability or give up
the attack to obtain his/her expect payoff), which re-
flects the proactivity and effectiveness of ‘variation’
MTD. This influence can be achieved in two ways:
one is to increase the shifting frequency of the MTD
approach, and the other is to increase the configura-
tion space of the MTD approach.

Furthermore, one condition for equilibrium E1

is β2<ka/b, and the condition for equilibrium E2 is
β2>ka/b. These can be considered to be: when de-
ploying ‘variation’ MTD, the defender should influ-
ence the attacker only through increasing the shuf-
fling frequency. This is the main difference from
the situation with ‘hidden’ MTD, and it is reason-
able because compared with preparing N2 candidate
addresses for ‘hidden’ MTD, preparing N2 software
variations or N2 platforms with diverse properties
is more complex and challenging, and the cost is
much higher. Therefore, the defender should choose
mainly the way of changing the value of β2 to influ-
ence the action of the attacker.

5.3 Discussion for ‘mixed’ MTD

5.3.1 Equilibria for the game model with ‘mixed’
MTD

In this subsection, we will analyze the equilibria
for the game with ‘mixed’ MTD. In this situation,

for the defender, he/she can deploy the two types of
MTD approaches simultaneously, but there is no ne-
cessity to run them at the same time for two reasons:
(1) the objectives of the two types of MTD are the
same; (2) it is not cost-effective to do so. Therefore,
the defender can enable the server just to provide
hid-service or var-service, or the two types of service
alternately.

If the defender makes the server provide hid-
service and var-service alternately, from the view of
the attacker, the service strategy would be consid-
ered as (a11, a11). If the defender enables only one of
the two types of service, the service strategy should
be considered as (a11, a10) or (a10, a11). The service
strategy (a10, a10) does not have any practical signif-
icance and thus we do not consider it in this study.

Furthermore, from the defender’s perspective,
when he/she enables the ‘hidden’ MTD, the game
is as shown in Fig. 5. When the defender enables
the ‘variation’ MTD, the game from the defender’s
perspective is as shown in Fig. 6. In addition, as
mentioned above, no matter which case it is, the
defender can obtain a posterior probability distribu-
tion p̃1 = (p, 1−p) after observing the attacker’s ac-
tion a21. From the attacker’s perspective, the game
should be of the form shown in Fig. 7, where the
utilities are from Table 6.
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Fig. 7 The game from the attacker’s view when
‘mixed’ MTD is deployed

From Fig. 7, we can see that player 1 has two
information sets, H1 = {h1

1, h
2
1}. They are both sin-

gleton information sets because the defender knows
the server’s service type. h1

1 = {y1} means that
player N chooses hid-service, and h2

1 = {y2} means
that player N chooses var-service.

Player 2 also has two information sets, H2 =

{h1
2, h

2
2}. These two information sets are composed

of two decision nodes. h1
2 = {x1, x3} means that

the attacker observes the defender’s action a11, and
h2
2 = {x2, x4} means that the attacker observes

the defender’s action a10. Furthermore, from the
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view of the attacker, all the three service strategies
considered in this study, i.e., (a11, a11), (a11, a10),
and (a10, a11), will make the attacker observe ac-
tion a11. Therefore, only the left information set
needs to be considered here. In addition, the at-
tacker should have a prior probability distribution
over all service types, which can be denoted as
p2 = {p (t21, t11) = q, p (t21, t12) = 1 − q}, q ∈ [0, 1].
On the basis of the attacker’s left information set and
according to the Bayes formula, he/she can obtain
the posterior probability distribution p̃2 = (q, 1 − q)

after observing the defender’s action a11.
To analyze the equilibria for the situation with

‘mixed’ MTD, we first take the visiting strategy
(a21, a21) as an example to discuss whether there
exist pure strategy equilibria from the view of the
defender.

According to Table 6, we can see that when pro-
viding hid-service, the defender’s expected payoff by
playing strategy a11 is

u1(a11|t11) = p̃1(t21|a21) · u1(a11, t11, a21, t21)

+ p̃1(t22|a21) · u1(a11, t11, a21, t22)

= p · (−s− ka/(β1N1))

+ (1− p) · (a− s),

and the expected payoff by playing strategy a10 is

u1(a10|t11) = p̃1(t21|a21) · u1(a10, t11, a21, t21)

+ p̃1(t22|a21) · u1(a10, t11, a21, t22)

= p · (−s) + (1− p) · (−a− s).

The defender will choose strategy a11 for hid-
service if u1(a11|t11) is larger than u1(a10|t11), i.e.,

p · (−s− ka/(β1N1)) + (1− p) · (a− s)

> p · (−s) + (1 − p) · (−a− s),

which gives

p <
2

2 + k/(β1N1)
.

From the analyses, we can see that when the
service is hid-service, for the defender, strategy
a11 is better than a10 under the condition p <

2/(2 + k/(β1N1)); otherwise, strategy a10 is better
than a11.

Similarly, we can obtain that when the service
is var-service, for the defender, strategy a11 is better

than a10 under the condition p< 2/(2 + k/(β2N2));
otherwise, strategy a10 is better than a11.

Therefore, the service strategy chosen by the
defender can be one of the following three cases:

1. Under the conditions p < 2/(2 + k/(β1N1))

and p < 2/(2 + k/(β2N2)), the service strategy
should be (a11, a11).

2. Under the condition 2/(2 + k/(β1N1))< p<

2/(2 + k/(β2N2)) (when β1N1 < β2N2), the service
strategy should be (a10, a11). Otherwise, the service
strategy should be (a11, a10).

3. Under the conditions p > 2/(2 + k/(β1N1))

and p > 2/(2 + k/(β2N2)), the service strategy
should be (a10, a10), and this situation is out of our
consideration.

Then, we analyze whether visiting strategy
(a21, a21) is better than the other three visiting
strategies for the first two cases.

1. When p < 2/(2 + k/(β1N1)) and p <

2/(2 + k/(β2N2))

In this situation, the visitor’s expected payoffs
for playing a21 and a20 are

u2(a21, t21) = q · (ka/(β1N1)− b)

+ (1 − q) · (ka/β2 − b),

u2(a21, t22) = q · a+ (1− q) · a = a,

and

u2(a20, t21) = q · 0 + (1− q) · 0 = 0,

u2(a20, t22) = q · 0 + (1− q) · 0 = 0.

To ensure that the visitor chooses strat-
egy (a21, a21), the following conditions should be
satisfied:

u2(a21, t21) > u2(a20, t21),

u2(a21, t22) > u2(a20, t22).

Since the values of β1 and β2 should be in the
same order of magnitude, and the value of N1 is
usually not small, e.g., a Class C subnet (Al-Shaer
et al., 2013), we suppose β1N1>β2, which gives

β2 < β1N1 < ka/b,

or

q <
1− β2b/(ka)

1− β2/(β1N1)
when β2 < ka/b < β1N1.
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Therefore, the defender and visitor strategy
combination ((a11, a11), (a21, a21)) can reach an equi-
librium under either conditions p<2/(2+k/(β1N1)),
p< 2/(2+k/(β2N2)), and β2<β1N1<ka/b, or con-
ditions p< 2/(2 + k/(β1N1)), p< 2/(2 + k/(β2N2)),
and q < (1− β2b/(ka))/(1− β2/(β1N1)) when β2 <

ka/b<β1N1.
2. When β1N1<β2N2

In this situation, using the same analysis
approach as described above, we can conclude
that the defender and visitor strategy combina-
tion ((a10, a11), (a21, a21)) can reach an equilib-
rium under the conditions 2/(2 + k/(β1N1)) < p <

2/(2 + k/(β2N2)), β2 < ka/b, q < 1/2, and q <

1− β2b/(ka).
3. When β1N1>β2N2

In this situation, the defender and vis-
itor strategy combination ((a11, a10), (a21, a21))

can reach an equilibrium under the conditions
2/(2 + k/(β2N2)) < p < 2/(2 + k/(β1N1)), β1N1 <

ka/b, q>1/2, and q>β1N1b/(ka).
Next, we discuss whether there are equilibria or

not for the visiting strategies (a21, a20) and (a20, a21)

and we arrive at the following conclusions:
1. For the visiting strategy (a21, a20), no

matter which value is assigned to factor p, the
defender can always choose strategy (a10, a10).
Conversely, for the defender’s strategy (a10, a10),
through analyses similar to those above, we can
find u2(a20, t21) > u2(a21, t21); i.e., for the at-
tacker, he/she should choose action a20 rather than
a21. Therefore, the defender and visitor strategy
combination ((a10, a10), (a21, a20)) cannot reach an
equilibrium.

2. For the visiting strategy (a20, a21), no mat-

ter which value is assigned to factor p, the defender
can always choose strategy (a11, a11). Conversely,
for the defender’s strategy (a11, a11), through anal-
yses similar to those above, we can deduce that the
visiting strategy (a20, a21) is the best either when
β1N1 > β2 > ka/b, or when β1N1 > ka/b > β2

and q > (1− β2b/(ka))/(1− β2/(β1N1)). There-
fore, the defender and visitor strategy combination
((a11, a11), (a20, a21)) can reach an equilibrium either
under the condition β1N1 > β2>ka/b, or under the
conditions q > (1− β2b/(ka))/(1− β2/(β1N1)) and
β1N1>ka/b>β2.

We summarize the PBE for the situation with
‘mixed’ MTD and their conditions in Table 9, in
which the equilibria are represented by the same form
as in Table 7.

5.3.2 Effect of ‘mixed’ MTD

As mentioned in Section 3.2, the baseline game
has an equilibrium result that the server should pro-
vide service while the attacker and the user should
request service under the condition p<2/(2 + k), in
which parameters p and k are determined and con-
trolled by the attacker.

In our game with ‘mixed’ MTD, the three equi-
libria E1–E3 are equivalent to the equilibrium result
of the baseline game, but the conditions are greatly
changed. From Table 9, one can see that in our
game, the conditions for E1–E3 are associated with
not only parameters p and k determined and con-
trolled by the attacker, but also parameters β1, β2,
N1, N2, and q determined and controlled by the de-
fender. As discussed in Section 5.2, for ‘varation’
MTD, the defender should mainly use the method
of changing the value of β2 to influence the attacker,

Table 9 Equilibria for situation ‘mixed’ and the corresponding conditions

Perfect Bayesian equilibrium Condition

E1 (((a11, a11), (a21, a21)), p) p <
2

2 + k/(β1N1)
and p <

2

2 + k/(β2N2)
, and β2 < β1N1 <

ka

b

or p <
2

2 + k/(β1N1)
and p <

2

2 + k/(β2N2)
, and q <

1− β2b/(ka)

1− β2/(β1N1)
when β2 <

ka

b
< β1N1

E2 (((a10, a11), (a21, a21)), p)
2

2 + k/(β1N1)
< p <

2

2 + k/(β2N2)
, q <

1

2
, q < 1− β2b

ka
, and β2 <

ka

b
, when β1N1 < β2N2,

E3 (((a11, a10), (a21, a21)), p)
2

2 + k/(β2N2)
< p <

2

2 + k/(β1N1)
, q >

1

2
, q >

β1N1b

ka
, and β1N1 <

ka

b
, when β1N1 > β2N2,

E4 (((a11, a11), (a20, a21)), p) q >
1− β2b/(ka)

1− β2/(β1N1)
when β1N1 >

ka

b
> β2

or β1N1 > β2 > ka/b
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and thus here the defender should consider only the
change on the value of β2 but not on the value of N2

for var-service.
Now we have some further discussions on the

four equilibria in these situations.
First, according to the conditions for equilibria

E1–E4, the defender can increase the values of β2

and β1N1 to force the attacker to increase his/her
attack probability or even to stop attack to retain
his/her expected payoff. This can be viewed as the
proactivity and effectiveness of ‘mixed’ MTD.

Second, the equilibria for ‘mixed’ MTD are re-
lated to the equilibria for ‘hidden’ and ‘variation’
MTDs, but not a simple combination of them. There
are some new features, which are reflected mainly in
the values of p and q:

1. For equilibria E1 and E4, the hid-service and
var-service are enabled to serve. From equilibria E1

and E4, we can see that there are some ways to reach
an equilibrium.

For equilibrium E1, under the conditions p <

2/(2 + k/(β1N1)) and p<2/(2 + k/(β2N2)), the de-
fender can just increase the values of β2 and β1N1

without considering the value of q, to force the at-
tacker to increase his/her attack probability if the
attacker wants to obtain his/her expected payoff.
However, the influence is limited because of the ex-
istence of the limited conditions β2 < β1N1 < ka/b,
p<2/(2 + k/(β1N1)), and p<2/(2 + k/(β2N2)).

To increase the influence, the defender can con-
tinue to increase the values of β2 and β1N1. When
the value of β1N1 is increased to satisfy the limited
condition β2 < ka/b< β1N1, he/she has to consider
the range of factor q (the probability of enabling the
hid-service):

q<
1− β2b/(ka)

1− β2/(β1N1)
.

From this inequality, we can see that: (1) When the
defender adjusts only the value of β2, the larger the
value of β2, the smaller the value of q. This means
that the greater the shuffling frequency of the en-
abled ‘variation’ MTD, the stronger the ability to
confuse the attacker and disrupt attacks. Thus, the
probability for the defender to enable the hid-service
is accordingly lower. (2) When the defender adjusts
only the value of β1N1, the larger the value of β1N1,
the smaller the value of q. This means that under the
limited condition β2 < ka/b < β1N1, if the defender

sets a higher frequency or larger configuration space
for the ‘hidden’ MTD, the probability that the de-
fender has to enable the hid-service again is lower.
This is because the ‘hidden’ MTD can make the at-
tacker lose the target. Also, the higher the shuffling
frequency or the larger the configuration space, the
lower the probability that the attacker finds the tar-
get again.

As mentioned above, the ‘hidden’ MTD can
make the attacker lose the target, and the ‘varia-
tion’ MTD can just disrupt the attack over and over
but cannot prevent the attacker from connecting to
the target again. Intuitively, the defense ability of
the ‘hidden’ MTD is stronger than the ‘variation’
MTD. Therefore, still under the limited condition
β2<ka/b<β1N1, the defender can increase the value
of q to strength his/her defense. If the defender in-
creases the value of q (i.e., enables the hid-service
with much a higher probability) and makes it satisfy
q>(1− β2b/(ka))/(1− β2/(β1N1)), the equilibrium
would change to equilibrium E4 where the defender
provides a normal service, and the user requests the
service while the attacker is not attacking, which is
the greatest expectation for the defender.

Furthermore, if the defender also increases the
value of β2 and makes it satisfy the limited condition
β1N1 >β2 >ka/b, then no matter which values fac-
tors p and q are, the defender and the attacker would
remain in equilibrium E4. This is because, under this
condition, either ‘hidden’ MTD or ‘variation’ MTD
has a sufficient ability to disrupt attacks: the larger
the value of β2, the higher the frequency of the de-
ployed ‘variation’ MTD. Even though the defender
cannot prevent the attacker from connecting to the
server, he/she can rapidly disrupt the attack time
after time. The larger the value of β1N1, the lower
the probability that the attacker finds the target and
then launches another attack.

2. For equilibrium E2, the hid-service is dis-
abled, and thus the defender should just increase the
value of β2 to influence the action of the attacker.

Equilibrium E2 here is similar to equilibrium re-
sult E1 in Section 5.2, but there are some differences
in their conditions. In equilibrium E2 here, the lower
bound for the value of factor p is increased, and, from
the view of the attacker, the probability of providing
hid-service roughly satisfies 0< q < 1/2. According
to these features, we can see that although the hid-
service is not really serving, its existence (exactly, the
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attacker’s belief that the defender enables hid-service
to serve) can effectively confuse the attacker. Specif-
ically, compared with E1 in Section 5.2, the attacker
has to increase his/her attack probability to obtain
the equivalent payoff to E1 in Section 5.2. With the
increase of the value of β2, the value of q decreases,
which means that with investigation and analysis,
the attacker would change his/her belief on the prob-
ability distribution over the service types. Specifi-
cally, the belief that the defender actually provides
only the var-service is gradually confirmed. This
conforms to the actual situation in the real world.

3. For equilibrium E3, the var-service is dis-
abled, and thus the defender should increase the
value of β1N1 to influence the action of the attacker.
Equilibrium E3 here is similar to equilibrium result
E1 in Section 5.1, but there are some differences in
their conditions. In equilibrium E3 here, the lower
bound for the value of factor p is increased, and from
the view of the attacker, the probability of providing
hid-service roughly satisfies q > 1/2. From these fea-
tures, we can see that although the var-service is not
really serving, its existence (exactly, the attacker’s
belief that the defender enables var-service to serve)
can effectively confuse the attacker. Specially, com-
pared with the E1 in Section 5.1, the attacker has
to increase his/her attack probability to obtain the
equivalent payoff to E1 in Section 5.1. With the in-
crease of the value of β1N1, the value of q increases,
which means that with investigation and analysis,
the attacker would change his/her belief on the prob-
ability distribution over the service types. In other
words, the belief that the defender actually provides
only the hid-service is gradually confirmed. This
conforms to the actual situation in the real world.

6 Related work

As far as we know, the only related work that
can be found in this direction was conducted by Shi
et al. (2009). In that work, the authors analyzed
the hopping mechanism of their service hopping ap-
proach (Shi et al., 2007) by using incomplete infor-
mation dynamic game theory. The work is meaning-
ful; however, the analyses just took the initial fixed
configuration characteristic (i.e., the size of the con-
figuration space) of the hopping approach into ac-
count, without considering the characteristics mani-
fested in the running process. Moreover, the condi-

tions for the equilibrium of the game in the situation
of service hopping (i.e., N >> k, N >> a > b, and
N>ka/b) were greatly limited.

Compared with Shi et al. (2009), there are four
advantages in our study:

1. We have analyzed the defense mechanism of
the three main types of MTD approaches from a
more abstract perspective, while Shi et al. (2009)
analyzed a specific service hopping approach, which
is one of the ‘hidden’ MTD approaches in our case.

2. We have introduced a blocking factor β to rep-
resent the effect of MTD approaches on disrupting
attack. Specifically, it reflects the influence caused
by the shifting frequency of the MTD approach for
defending.

3. We have taken the defense cost s into con-
sideration. This is an important characteristic man-
ifested in the running of each MTD. It is produced
by the target’s attack surface shifting, and its effect
is manifested through the blocking factor β in our
analyses.

4. Compared with Shi et al. (2009), the un-
derstanding and analyses of the effect of MTD ap-
proaches are different. We consider that the deploy-
ment of an MTD approach can influence only the
attacker notably, and thus in the analyses we extend
only the attacker’s action set. Shi et al. (2009) con-
sidered that the deployment of the service hopping
approach would influence both the attacker and the
user, and thus extended the visitor’s action set for
analysis.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have investigated the defense
mechanism of MTD technology in two dimensions.
We first presented a defense model MP2R that is
used to describe the defense process of MTD tech-
niques. By comparing the MP2R model with the
traditional PPDRR model, one can intuitively find
the proactivity and effectiveness of MTD technol-
ogy intuitively. Then, to analyze and verify the de-
fense mechanism of MTD technology in theory, we
used incomplete information dynamic game theory.
We specified the game models for the interaction be-
tween a defender who equips a server with different
types of MTD approaches and a visitor who can be
a normal user or an attacker. Thereafter, we in-
vestigated and characterized the equilibria and their
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conditions for these models. Moreover, by compar-
ing the equilibria and their conditions of our game
models with the equilibrium and its condition of the
baseline game presented by Shi et al. (2009), we ver-
ified the proactivity and effectiveness of the MTD
technology, and identified that the size of the config-
uration space and the shifting frequency are the two
key factors that influence the effect of MTD.

In the MTD field, deception defense may be
incorporated with other MTD approaches (Carroll
et al., 2014; Moody et al., 2014), or directly be con-
sidered as an MTD approach (Urias et al., 2015).
However, we have not analyzed the situation with
deception defense in this paper, and it can be our
future work.
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